PRESS RELEASE
Blockchain integration platform Unchain.io accelerates growth
with funding of Value Creation Capital
Bilthoven/Amsterdam, March 12th, 2019 – The Security of Things Fund of Value Creation Capital in
Bilthoven (The Netherlands) invests growth capital in Blockchain/DLT interoperability and integration
platform Unchain.io.
Unchain.io offers DLT (distributed Ledger Technology) for integration of existing IT systems with new
Blockchain applications. Mainly fast growing consortia and eco systems like IBM, Food Trust and R3
Corda can use the Unchain Blockchain Gateway to connect new participants seamlessly.
In a world that is digitalising at high speed, an efficient, fast and trustful exchange of information
between organisations becomes increasingly relevant. The complex networks, in which these
organisations collaborate, require a close integration of business processes and corresponding
information flows and for which reliability, security and transparency is becoming increasingly
important.
Unchain.io offers an integration platform that enables organisations to integrate their existing
applications and devices with blockchain/DLT networks in a easy, cost effective and secure manner
without the need to change these applications and therefore being less dependent of scarce
blockchain/DLT experts. The Unchain platform is blockchain/DLT technology agnostic and one single
version of the platform is able to integrate multiple applications of an organisation with multiple
blokchain/DLT networks that can be based on different blockchain/DLT technologies. By lowering the
barrier for organisations to join blockchain/DLT networks, the Unchain platform accelerates the
adoption and success of these networks.
“Unchain.io has an extensive experience with the creation and implementation of blockchain/DLT
technology in a wide range of companies and organisations and is involved in many global initiatives
that want to leverage the value that the technology can bring to organisations”, says Arjeh van Oijen,
CEO of Unchain.io. “With the investment from Value Creation Capital we are able to accelerate our
growth on a national and international level. “Besides new funding, this investor also gives us a lot of
strategic and practical support that is very valuable for us in the current stage of our company”.
“We are closely looking to blockchain/DLT technology for quite some time now and see an increasing
number of serious applications of this technology with a lot of potential for a wide range of parties.
Unchain.io has extensive expertise and experience of blockchain/DLT technology that it has leveraged
this to build a platform that responds to a fast growing need in the market. In addition the team has a
proven track record in servicing service complex clients and projects”, says Jos Bourgonje, Managing
Partner with Value Creation Capital. “That combination offers us an attractive perspective in a market
that we consider to offer an enormous potential for the coming years.”
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Unchain.io
Unchain.io provides an integration platform that enables organisations to integrate their existing
applications and devices with blockchain/DLT networks in a easy, cost effective and secure manner
without the need to change these applications and being dependent of blockchain/DLT expertise.
The platform offers an intuitive user interface via which an organisation’s own IT team or 3rd parties are
able to configure, test and deploy integrations between applications (devices) and blockchain/DLT
networks. Through a growing number of re-usable components, the amount of coding is kept to a
minimum. Unchain.io has extensive experience with the execution of PoCs/pilots as well as
development of production blockchain/DLT applications for customers in a wide variety of industries.

Value Creation Capital
Value Creation Capital (VCC) invests in companies that are active in high-tech (via TechNano Fund),
Cyber Security (via Security of Things Fund), business software, data intelligence and IT managed
services. VCC has been founded in 2005 by serial entrepreneurs who started, built and sold several
interesting fast-growing ICT and Tech companies. VCC differentiates by combining “Intellectual
Capital”, sector experience & expertise and an extensive network with active value creation of their
portfolio companies “to the next level”.

Security of Things Fund
VCC started its Security of Things Fund in 2016 and has focus on young and fast-growing companies
within the domain of Cyber Security. Security of Things Fund is the only investment fund in the
Benelux that exclusively focuses on the relevant subject of Cyber Security that includes areas such as
Secure Internet of Things (IoT), block chain technology, (forensic) data analysis and the protection of
data and intellectual property.

